
A SNAPSHOT OF THE 
DIGITAL DIVIDE IN THE U.S.
In Kajeet’s 2022 consumer survey, results revealed Americans' strong feelings that high-speed internet 
is a basic necessity, and concerningly, 64% of U.S. adults are worried about their ability to pay for 
this necessity. Diving deeper into how this affects the everyday lives of Americans even as we return 
to a pre-pandemic “normalcy,” we have found that the need for connectivity may be even greater than 
before and is here to stay. Our survey uncovered what’s on the minds of U.S. consumers, here’s five 
things they had to say.
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Kajeet provides optimized IoT connectivity, software and hardware solutions that deliver safe, reliable, and 
controlled internet connectivity to nearly 3,000 businesses, schools and districts, state and local governments, 
and IoT solution providers. Kajeet is the only managed IoT connectivity services provider in the industry to offer 
a scalable IoT management platform, Sentinel®, that includes complete visibility into real-time data usage, policy 
control management, custom content filters for added security and multi-network flexibility. Whether to enable 
digital access that ensures student success, empower companies to connect and control devices in the field, or 
offer support and a platform to launch a complex mobile solution, Kajeet is trusted by many to make powerful 
and flexible wireless solutions easy. Kajeet is available for hybrid and multi-network access across all major 
North American wireless networks, globally in 173 other countries, and on multiple licensed and unlicensed 
networks. Kajeet holds 41 U.S. patents in mobile technologies. To learn more, visit www.kajeet.com. 

75% 
of people believed that high-speed internet was a basic 

necessity even before the pandemic
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of U.S. adults are worried about their ability to pay for  
high-speed internet  (27% of very worried, 37% are somewhat worried)

 64%

When parents with school-aged children were asked what they felt their 
children’s school could have provided to make online/distance learning 
more accessible, 

72%
believe it is important to have an internet connection they can take 
with them and use outside their home, such as a Wi-Fi hotspot, a Wi-Fi 

device, internet-embedded devices, etc.

When asked which type of learning model they prefer for their children going 
forward post-pandemic, almost half of parents with school-aged children

 said “devices 
such as tablets or 

laptops”

61% 46% 44% 

said “high-speed 
internet” 

answered “technical 
support for necessary 

devices”

stated a preference for a 
hybrid model (mix of both 

in-person and virtual)

44% 

less than one-third 
prefer 100% in-

person

32% 

Almost three-quarters of U.S. adults
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